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Calamari is everyone's favourite seafood and can be
prepared in many ways. There is a difference between squid
and calamari

Squid is cheaper and tougher; calamari is more tender and
expensive. However, if you prefer squid, the challenge is to
get the tenderness, that can be obtained by marinating it with
kiwi fruit or green papaya
 

Here is one of my favourite and simple way to cook Calamari.
You can spice it up if you wish too. This is a lightly spiced,
lemony and aromatic Calamari treat with fresh veggies of your
choice or even green salad.

It's quick, easy to prepare and tastes heaven. Yum!!!

Enjoy cooking...
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4 Fresh Calamari - cleaned & sliced 
1 tsp Lemon pepper 
1 tsp Mixed herb
2 tbsp Olive oil
1 Lemon juice
Salt to desired taste

1 small Broccoli - florets
1 red Capsicum - diced
13 Turkish sweet chillies
1 large Onion - diced
Olive oil
Cracked pepper
Salt to desired taste
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Ingredients

Sides



 

2. In a marinating bowl, add the marinating ingredients and add the

Calamari strips and mix well. Let it marinate for at least an hour.

Squeeze the lime towards the end (optional) - if you prefer lemony

flavour
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Preparation/Method
 

1. Cut and clean the Calamari into strip shapes. Score one side of the

Calamari with criss-cross cuts. Keep them aside 



5. Whilst the veggies are fried, on another cast iron skillet, fry the
marinated Calamari on medium-high heat. Pour oil and fry each sides
for 2-3 minutes. Note: Do not over fry the Calamari. Plate the fried
veggies, Calamari and serve hot. A slice of lime/lemon is optional.
Yum!!!
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3. Cut and dice the vegetables to desired size and keep aside
4. Place a cast iron skillet on medium to high heat. When hot, lower
the heat to medium and pour in oil and get the vegetables fried and
season with salt and pepper.



CALAMARI TREAT CAN BE SERVED AS A MAIN MEAL OR AT A BBQ 
CALAMARI TREAT MUST BE PREPARED AND SERVED IMMEDIATELY
CALAMARI TREAT - SUGGEST NOT TO STORE IN FRIDGE
CALAMARI TREAT CAN BE SERVED AS A SALAD OR AS AN ENTRÉE

DO TRY AND ENJOY!!!

SERVING TIPS: 
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